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MOTTOS 

“…Robbana afrigh „alaina shobrowwatawaffana muslimin” 

(Q.S. Al-A‟raf: 126) 

You did not bear the shame. You resisted. Sacrificing your life 

for freedom, justice and honor. 

~VALKYRIE~ 

 

 
 
 
 

Fear less, Hope more… 

Eat less, Chew more… 

Whine less, Breathe more 

Talk less, Do more… 

Love more and all good things will be yours 

~Swedish Proverb~ 
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ABSTRACT 

Name    : Muawana 

Reg. Number   : 40300111072 

Tittle                   : De Clĕrembault’s syndrome that reflected in   major    

character in Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed” 
Consultant I  : Dr. H. Barsihannor, M.Ag 

Consultant II  : Nasrum, S.Pd., M.A 

 

This thesis studied about The analysis of De Clerembault syndrome that 

reflected in major character in Steve Sill’s movie “Obsessed”. This thesis aims to 

analyze Ego Defense Mechanism and the symptoms of De Clerembault Syndrome 

The writer used psychological approach to find out the Ego Defense 

Mechanism and symptoms of De Clerembault Syndrome. The source of the data from 

Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”. The writer used note taking in collecting data source 

as her instrument.  

The result of this research is the writer found out four symptoms and four Ego 

Defense Mechanism of De Clerembault Syndrome in Steve Shill’s Movie 

“Obsessed”. The Symptoms are Delucion and hallucination, Harrasing behaviour, 

Stalking and lie. And the writer also found  4 Ego Defense Mechanism namely 

Displacement, Regression, Rationalization and Projection.   
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CHAPTER I 

This chapter consists of five subchapters, those are background, 

research questions, objective of the research, significance of the research 

and scope of the research.  

A. Background of the Research  

Literature is one of the works of art in which the author expresses his 

feeling. It also expresses the truth of human beings. Literature as a form of art is 

regarded as a form of imitation. This defines literature in relation to life. As a way 

of reproducing of recreating the experience of life in words (Danzinger and 

Johnson, 2010:76). Literary works consist of poetry, novel, short story, drama and 

movie.  

As one of literary works, movie brings many information or lessons for the 

viewers. It is also as representative of human’s life. According to Geuens 

(2000:12) Movies, also known as films, are a type of visual communication which 

use moving pictures and sound to tell stories or information  

Movie is a medium to convey information for people, such as: moral 

values, lesson, etique, emotion even about pyschology of character. Psychology in 

literary work is the study of literature that sees the work as a mental activity.  

Davidoff  in Irmawati (2015:2) explains that psychology is the science of 

behavior. While behavior itself as human activity that can be objectively 

observed or measured. The definition of behavior includes thoughts, feelings, 

dreaming and anything what people experiences. 

https://simple.wiktionary.org/wiki/visual
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Movement
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Picture
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story
https://simple.wiktionary.org/wiki/inform
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There are three ways that can be done to understand the relationship 

between psychology and literature: First, understanding the psychological 

elements of the author as a researcher. Second, understanding the psychological 

elements of fictional characters in literary work. Third, understanding the 

psychological elements of the reader. In this research, the writer is interested in 

analyzing the psychological elements of fictional characters in the movie. 

In psychology, there are million terms of mental disorders, one of 

psychological disorder is de clĕrembault’s syndrome. It was taken from French 

psychiatris Gaĕtan Gatian De clĕrembault (1872 – 1934) de clĕrembault’s 

syndrome or erotomania is a type of delusion in which the affected person 

believes that another person, usually stranger, high status or famous person is in 

love with him or her. People who suffer this syndrom will do anything to get 

whom he or she loves, even she/he will hurt or kill people who prevent him/her to 

get their ambitions. Erotomania is ambition, obsessed and madly in love towards 

famous person or has high status. Sufferer belives that the famous one love 

her/him too.  

In islam tenet, allah clearly ban us to be exagrate towards anything. It has 

been explained in holy Quran surah Al – Maaidah verse 77.  

بُِعوا أَْهَواَء َقْوٍم َقْد َضلُّوا ِمْن قَ  يًرا ا َكثِ ْبُل َوأََضلُّوقُْل َيا أَْهَل اْلِكَتاِب ََل َتْغلُوا فِي ِدينُِكْم َغْيَر اْلَحقِّ َوََل َتتَّ  

بِيلِ   َوَضلُّوا َعْن َسَواِء السَّ

Al Maaida ayat 77 
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Meaning : Say (oh Muhammad Sallallaho alaihi wassalam: o people of the 

scripture (jews and christians) excess not the limits in your religion (by believing 

in something) other than the truth, and do not follow the vain desires of people 

who went astray in times gone by, and who misled many and strayed 

(themselves) from the right path.  

 The verse of  holy Qur’an above explains about forbiding to waste not by 

extravagance. Love properly, hate properly. The sufferer of erotomania or de 

clĕrembault syndrome in movie “Obsessed” shows that she loves her boss so 

much despite her boss does not. She does everything to get her boss affection and 

attention. Start from killing, stalking, and hurting people around her boss. Her 

personality structure unbalance so it makes her hurting people who prevents to 

get her ambition.  

B. Problem Statements 

Based on the background above, the writer  made clear about the problem 

of de clerembault syndrom in the movie. The writer formulated research 

questions as follows:  

1. What are the symptoms of de’ clerembault syndrome that suffered by main 

character in Steve Shill’s movie “obsessed”? 

2. How does the sufferer conduct of ego defence mechanism of de’ 

clerembault syndrome in Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”? 
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C. Objective of the Research 

Relating to the problem statements above, the writer decided some 

objectives of the research as follow: 

1. To figure out the symptoms of de’ clerembault syndrom that suffered by 

main character in Steve Shill’s movie “obsessed”. 

2. To describe the sufferer conduct of ego defence mechanism of de’ 

clerembault syndrome in Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”. 

D. Significance of the Research 

Theoretically, the result of the study hopefully can give contribution in 

increasing insight and knowledge about literature particularly about psychology  

Practically, the writer hopes this research can be source for other writers 

who want to talk about psychoanalysis particulary about de clerembault 

syndrome in a movie or other literary works. And additional refference for 

studying literature.  

E. Scope of the Research 

This study only focused on de clerembault syndrome of the character in 

Steven Shilla’s movie “Obsessed” as object of`the research. The writer applied 

Sigmun Freud’s theory to describe the ego defence mechanisms of sufferer of de 

clĕrembault’s syndrom in Steve Shill’s  movie “Obsessed”. And the writer also  

applied another theory namely Lisa Bertolotti’s theory to figure out the symptoms 

of de clĕrembault’s syndrome that reflected in major character in Steve Shill’s 

movie “Obsessed”. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter presents some findings which have relation to this research 

A. Previous Findings 

There are some previous findings that related to this research, but they 

have different objects that will be discussed in this research. 

Soraya (2014) in her thesis “La Psychanalyse Erotomaniac Des 

Personnages Dans Le Texte Du Film A La Folie...Pas Du Tout Par Laetitia 

Colombani. In her thesis, she intended to figure out (1) the intrinsic elements 

including setting, characters, theme and plot of Leititie Colombani’s movie A La 

Folie...Pas Du Tout. (2) connection every intrinsic element like setting, theme, 

plot and characters to build a whole package of story which bounded by theme in 

Leititie Colombani’s movie A La Folie...Pas Du Tout. And (3) figured out the 

pyschology of Anqelique as major character and sufferer of de clerembault 

syndrom in Leititie Colombani’s movie A La Folie...Pas Du Tout. 

This research used two approches, namely structuralism approach and 

pyschological approach by using Sigmun Freud’s theory. And content analysis  

were employed in this research.   

The results of this research were (1) movie A La Folie...Pas Du Tout by 

Leititi Colombani used flashback plot to make the story clear..... the major 

character in this movie is Anqelique and minor characters are Loȉc and Hĕloȉse. 
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The setting of place in this movie were Madam Dubois’ home, Loȉc’s home and 

room 117. The story was occured before September, after that everyday Loȉc and 

Anqelique met. Social setting was community of modern sociaty in the middle 

and upper class that have many fenomena. The theme in this movie was 

Anqelique’s obsession towards Loȉc to get his love. And (2) the major character in 

this movie has obsession to get love of someone whose wife and kids. So, she did 

everything to get what she intended. Her imagination made anxiety. To release her 

anxiety she did ego mechanism defense but effort that she done was useless then 

turned into  a pyschiatric disorder namely, pyschopatic and erotomaniac. Another 

character whose mental insability was Loȉc. There were big pressure in himself 

that caused paranoia and stress.  

Zaman (2016) in his thesis “An Analysis Celebrity Worship Syndrome as 

social phenomena of Korean Wave in Youth Generation. In this research, the 

writer intended to figured out the cause of celebrity worship syndrome in youth 

generation as effect of korean wave and the syndromes of CWS that suffered by 

fans of Halyu or Korean Wave.    

To answer the research questions in his research, the writer used John 

Maltby’s theory to figure out the causes and syndrome of CWS. The result of this 

research were, the raising of new technology, like television, internet, and phone 

and develop of era makes we get information so easily. And mindset our people is 

all things that produced and distributed by overseas are awesome, modern and 

followable. And those who do not follow the era are “backwood”.   
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And the syndrome of  CWS that faced by youth generation as a fans of 

halyu or korean wave were entertainment social, intense personal, and borderline 

pathalogical.   

Based on the explanations above. It can be concluded that the similarity 

between two previous researches above and this research are to study about 

erotomania or de clerembault syndrome. The differences from two previous 

researches are theory and object. The first previous finding used freud’s theory 

and object her research was Leititi Colombani’ movie A La Folie...Pas Du Tout. 

While, second one used maltby’s theory and korean wave fans as his object 

research.  

Quite similar to Soraya’s research the writer used movie as object. 

Nonetheless, the writer analyzed Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed” as object 

research and applied two theories, they are; Freud and Bartolotti’s theory. Yet, the 

writer would not use structuralism approach since the writer did not explain 

intrinsic element and influence among the instrinsic elemnts in the ovie but would 

explained about ego defense mechanism and figured out the symptoms of de 

clerembault syndrome aka erotomania.       

B. Psychoanalysis 

Today psychoanalysis is very familiar for the wide public after it has been 

either rejected or adulated for a long time. Psychoanalysis spread everywhere but 

not only due to the interest incited by its therapeutical method. It could even say 

that therapy was shadowed by the virtues of its application to other domains. 
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Psychoanalysis applied in literature, sociology, anthropology, ethnology, religion 

and mythology incited the interest of a public that had no inclination towards the 

clinical realm. 

Psychoanalysis is what in people minds about personality of someone, not 

just though, but also dreaming or imagining of that one. According to Semi (1993: 

64) psychoanalysis is the approaches that want to show psychiatric to the author 

when creating a work of literature, character and mental process.  

According to Freud (via Langs, 1992:17) psychoanalysis is a branch of the 

scince of emotional cognition. This newly defined broad scince of emotional 

cognition entails the systematic and properly disciplined and investigation of how 

human being experience, process and communication emotionally charged 

information and meaning.  

Psychoanalysis is about approaches to the mental and personality.  

Everyone has a different personality it is depend on the condition of life, 

environment, and family are become biggest influence factors to build personality 

of someone.  

1. Theory of personality  

There are psychologists, which explain the theory of personality one of 

them is Sigmund Freud. According to Halonen and Santrock (1999: 379) Freud 

believes that personality divided into id, ego and superego. 
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a. The id 

   The “id” is the original system of personality and the dominant 

one at birth. The “Id” is primarily the source of psychic energy and the 

core of all instincts. It is infantile in the way it manifest and function on 

the unconscious level. It lacks organization and is demanding, insistent 

and impulsive. The Id cannot tolerate tension and works to discharge 

tension as quickly as possible and return to balanced state. Therefore the 

Id operates according to the demans of what freud called the pleasure 

principle. That is, it wants to satisfy its desires so as to relieve the tension 

(Freud,1997:7).  

b. The ego 

              The “ego” in contrast, works not by the pleasure principle but 

rather by the reality. In other words, there is a real world out there that 

must be reckoned with. The ego is personally structure that developes to 

deal with the real situation and solve the problems of life. It acts as 

executive branch of the personality governs, control and regulates 

matters of life. The ego function as part of the conscious mind (Freud, 

1997:7-8).              

 c. The Superego  

 The superego is judicial branch of the personlity, it imposes a 

moral code, concerning itself with whether a particular action is good 

or bad; right or wrong. It represents the deals of society as they are 

passed from one generation to another. The superego can be 
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represented by both the unconcious and concious mind depending on 

the particular function it is serving (Freud,1997:8).  

2. Ego Defense Mechanisms 

a defence mechanism is an unconscious psychological mechanism 

that reduces anxiety arising from unaccaptable or potentially harmful stimuli 

and the way we defene ourselves from troubling desires and thoughts 

(Freud,2011:5).  

The ego balances the id, superego, and reality to maintain a healthy 

state on consciousness, it thus react to protect the individual from a stressor 

and anxiety by disorting reality. This prevents treatening unconscious 

t h o u g h t s  a n d  m a t e r i a l  f r o m  e n t e r i n g  t h e  c o n s c i o u s n e s s . 

 Every sufferer of mental disorder tends to belong high anxiety 

instead of normal people. In order to reduce or eliminate anxiety that exist 

in herself the id, ego and superego must be balance.  

The terms of  ego defense mechanisms will be explain underneat as 

follow  based on Freud’s theory :   

1. Repression 

Repression is one of the most important Fredian processes. And it 

is the basis of other ego defense and neurotic disorder. It is means of 

defense through which threatening or painful thoughts or feeling are 

excluded from awareness. Freud explained repression as an involuntary 
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removal or something from conciousness. He called it as “motivated 

forgetting”.         

  For example, victims of war or other trauma sometimes face 

experience that are too overwhelming for them to assimilate into their 

conscious mind. In order to cope, they must protect themselves from 

letting the painful experience incapacitate them. The result is that they 

unconciously repress the emotion. This emotion may resurface 

unexpectedly if a similar life event such as an accident or victimization 

triggers that repressed memories. (Freud,1997:9-10) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   

2. Projection 

Projection takes one’s own anxiety arousing impulse and 

attributes them to someone else. For instance, you might hate someone, but 

your superego tells you that such hatred is unacceptable.  You can 'solve' 

the problem by believing that they hate you (Freud,1997:10) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   

3. Displacement 

Displacement is the redirection of an anxiety onto a subtitute or “safer” 

target. The redirected energy often anger cannot be discharged in the most logical 

way so it must find another way to be released. The classic example of 

displacement is the frustrated worker who feel victimized by his boss but cannot 

express his anger directly at his supervisor. Instead he finds a safer target and 

yess his family when arrives at home. According to Freud the man does not 
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intentionally displace his anger and frustration on his family but 

unconsciously does so because he finds the relationship of his family 

“safer”. Venting his frustration at home will minimize consequence arising 

from his action, where he to express his anger on the job (Freud,1997:10) 

http:// books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   

4. Sublimation 

According to psychoanalytic perspective involves diverting 

sexual or aggresive energy into other channels that are often social 

acceptable and even admirable.   

For example, a male with aggresive impulses becomes an all atates 

linebacker on the school football team, were the same aggressive impulse acted 

out in common social situation. it would be considered inappropriate and possibly 

abusive to those on the receving end. But given that hitting as inherent in a 

contact sport, the student can legitimatelly channel his aggressive tendencies 

toward a socially acceptable “performance”. Not only does this give the student a 

release for the unconcious aggression but it may also provide social approval for 

reinforcing the aggressive behaviour in that context (Freud,1997:10) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.      

5. Denial 

Denial involves blocking external events from awareness. For 

example if a particular situation is too much for a person to handle, he or 
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she simply refuses to allow the experience to become reality for them, 

despite the fact that it happened. The use of denial is a primitive and 

dangerous defense because eventually individual must face reality. The 

longer one attempts to deny the objective reality, the greater maybe 

consequences. Denial can  operate by itself or more commonly in 

combination with other, more subtle defense mechanisms that support it. 

Example, denial can be unconscious as when a dying person 

refuse to admit that their life will soon end or when a person with a heart 

condition denies that ther overeating or smoking in any concequence. It 

can also take a semi conscious state where the individual accepts a portion 

of a situation but denias another. For instance a person my acknowledge 

that they were in an outomobile accident but they will not accept the fact 

that a loved one who was critically injured might die (Freu,1997:9) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   

6. Regression 

This is a movement back in psychological time when one is faced 

with stress.  When we are troubled or frightened, our behaviors often 

become more childish or primitive.  A child may begin to suck their thumb 

again or wet the bed when they need to spend some time in the hospital.  

Teenagers may giggle uncontrollably when introduced into a social 

situation involving the opposite sex (Freud,1997:11) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   
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7. Rationalization 

Rationalization is the cognitive distortion of "the facts" to make 

an event or an impulse less threatening.  We do it often enough on a fairly 

conscious level when we provide ourselves with excuses.  But for many 

people, with sensitive egos, making excuses comes so easy that they never 

are truly aware of it.  In other words, many of us are quite prepared to 

believe our lies (Freud,1997:11 - 12) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   

8. Reaction Formation  

This is where a person goes beyond denial and behaves in the 

opposite way to which he or she thinks or feels.  By using the reaction 

formation the id is satisfied while keeping the ego in ignorance of the true 

motives.  Conscious feelings are the opposite of the unconscious.  Love - 

hate.  Shame - disgust and moralizing are reaction formation against 

sexuality. 

Usually a reaction formation is marked by showiness and 

compulsiveness.  For example, Freud claimed that men who are prejudice 

against homosexuals are making a defense against their own homosexual 

feelings by adopting a harsh anti-homosexual attitude which helps 

convince them of their heterosexuality (Freud,1997:12) http:// 

books.google.co.id/books?id=PCAeCgAAQB.   
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C. De clĕrembault syndrome 

Erotomania is often referred to as de clĕrembault’s syndrome after 

French psychiatris Gaĕtan Gatian De clĕrembault (1872 – 1934). In article 

published in December 1920, Clĕrembault described erotomania as a type 

of “passional  psychosis” (les delires passionel), his term for a chategory 

of delusional state in which paranoid delusion is accompanied with 

passionate feeling. Clĕrembault identified very specific character of this 

delusional syndrome: a conviction of being in amorous communication 

with a person of much higer rank, who has been the first to fall in love 

and the first to make advances (Noll, 2009:154). 

According to First and Tasman (2011:275) Erotomania is a type of 

delusion of being loved by another person. Most frequently the patient is 

a woman, though men are also susceptible to this delusion. The patient 

believes that a perceived suitor, usually more socially prominent than 

herself is in love with her. 

Furthermore, according to Feldman and Smith (2015:142) 

erotomania or known as de clĕrembault’s syndrom is a type of paranoia 

that encompasses delusion of grandeur. Fans (people) with erotomania are 

not just fascinated with a particular public person: they become convinced 

that they share a special love relationship a love that although unspoken 

and possibly even forbidden is nonetheless passionate.  

No one knows exact reason why erotomania occurs. However, 

there are some common indicators that may help determine the root of 
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this psychological disorder. One theory suggest that there was one point a 

lack of affection either during infancy or during some duration of their 

lifetime. This usually  points back to alack of affection from parent. More 

commonly, it is a lack of maternal care which is  shown when a man with 

erotomania seeks after the love of a woman due to a lack of a feminine 

influnce as a child. The true reason for erotomania is unknown, but it is 

defines as a psychological disorder that may be too complex to 

understand, at least at this time.  

One of the most common incidents about erotomania happened to 

actress Jodi Foster, she was chased after many years by a man named 

John HinckleyJr. As a result, Hinckley decided that he wanted to 

demonstrate his love for foster by an extreme act. This act was as 

attempted assasination of President Ronald Reagen. Although, the 

assasination was unsuccessful. 

Based on several explenations above, the writer concludes that 

erotomania or known as de clĕrembault syndrome is a type of delusion in 

which the affected person believes that another person, usually stranger, 

high status or famous person is in love with him or her. 

D. The symptoms of de clĕrembault syndrome.  

Since erotomania is a psychiatric issue, it is extremly hard to 

diagnose it. but according to Bartolotti (2010:20-29) she categorized the 

symptoms of de clerembault syndrome into several parts. They are:   
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1. Delusion/ hallucination 

Delusion is a false belief based on incorect inference about 

external reality that is firmly sustained despite what almost everyone 

else believes and despite what constitutes incontrovertible and 

abvious proof or evidence to the contrary (Bortolotti,2010:22).  

2. Harrasing behavior 

Due to the fact that afflicted wants to pursue the person they 

desire because they cannot accept that there is no romantic 

relationship that exixt between the both of them. The afflicted resort 

to stalk their victim and might harras them.  

3. Stalking 

Stalking maybe a new word in its current context, but the 

behaviour itself has long been recognized in criminal justice circle. 

Existing laws relied, however on prosecuting stalking related creames 

such as trespass breaking and entering criminal damage and treats to 

kill.  

4. Lie  

In de clerembault syndrome case, sufferer will always tell 

untrue to hide something bad that she/ he is done. This is the bes way 

to manipulate people around the sufferer that she or he is normal like 

others and innocence. According to Bartolotti (2010:23) people 

whose mental disorder or psychological disorder tend to be more 

smart than normal ones in deceiving others.  
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E. Movie 

Movie also known as films are type of visual communication which use 

moving pictures and sound to tell stories or inform (help people to learn) (Geuens, 

2002:12).   

 Movie is a motion picture as a genre of art entertainment, the exhibition of 

a motion picture, and a motion as an industry. She assumed that movie is 

considered to be an important art form, a source of popular entertainment and 

powerful method for educating or indoctrination citizens (Denica, 2007:98).  

Further, According to Hornby (2005:573) movie is a series of mohing 

pictures recorded with sound that tells a story, shown on television or at cinema or 

movie theater. The movie is not always to as an entertainment but also recognized 

as an art form. Boggs and Petrics (2003:3) said that the tremendeous expense 

involved in producing motion pictures reminds us that movie is both industry and 

art and also employs the compositional elements of the visula art.    

From the definitions above the writer takes conclusion that movie is a 

media to deliver messages to the public by the story consist of motion pictures and 

voices.  

F. Synopsis of the movie 

Derek Charles works for finance company and is married to 

Sharon Charles. One day, an apprentice named Lisa starts liking Derek. 

She begins trying to seduce Derek over and over. Derek goes to tell the 
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Human Resources Development bur Lisa has already quit her job. Derek 

begins getting flirty emails from Lisa. Derek see Lisa at a job conference 

and confronts about her actions. Lisa reacts by attempting to commit 

suicide by drug overdose. Derek takes Lisa to the hospital, when Sharon 

sees Derek at the hospital for Lisa.so, she thinks Derek is cheating on her 

with Lisa. Sharon kicks Derek out of their house. Derek and Sharon 

eventually reconcile. When they are out to dinner one night. Lisa breaks 

into their home. When Derek and Sharon come home, they find out that 

their infant son is missing. They search the house and find the baby in 

Derek’s car. After this, derek goes out of town. Lisa breaks into the 

Charles’ home and Sharon must fight off Lisa once and for all.   
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH  

This chapter focuses on method, source of data, instrument of 

research, procedure of data collection, and technique of data analysis. 

This research is conducted, scientifically, systematically and logically. 

A. Research Method 

 In this research, the writer used content analysis method. The purpose is 

to describe the pyschological aspect of major character in the movie. According to 

Endraswara, (2003: 160-163) content analysis is a new model method to analyze a 

literary work. This analysis is used since the researcher wants to reveal, 

understand, and catch a literature work massage. Content analysis is method in 

assembling data required by sorting some data into small unit and rewrites into 

some cards the data findings from source of data in order to find the data easily.  

Then, on the cards are also completed by preparing translation to help the 

researcher to classify the data easily. In addition, this method is a method of 

studying and analyzing communication in a systematic, objective, and quantitative 

manner for the purpose of measuring variables. 

B. Data source 

The writer got the data from Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”. This movie 

was published 2011 with duration one hundred and eight minutes. The writer  

analyzed this movie by using psychology approach of Sigmun Freud and 

Bartolotti’s  theories.   
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C. Instrument of the Research 

In collecting the data, the writer used note taking as instrument of the 

research. Note taking is a method in assembling data required by using note card 

to write down the data findings from source of data. In order to find the data 

easily, on the note cards are also completed by number and page where the data 

found (Ray, 2005:13). 

D. Procedure of Data Collection 

This research conducted based on several steps as follows: 

1. The writer watched the  Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed” carefully and match 

the conversation with the movie’s script. 

2. The writer identified data that show de clerembault syndrome that suffered 

by main character in  Steve Shill’s  movie “Obsessed”.   

3. And the last, the writer classified all psychological terms of main character 

in the movie.  

E. Technique of Analyzing the Data 

In analysing the data, The writer applied two theories, namely : Sigmun 

Freuds theory to describe the ego defence mechanisms of sufferer of de 

clĕrembault’s syndrom in  Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”. And Lisa Bertolotti’s 

theory to figure out the symptoms of de clĕrembault’s syndrome that reflected in 

major character in Steve Shill’s movie “Obsessed”.     
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter present, the findings, analysis and discussion of the research. 

Findings are divided into two points which explain the symptoms of de 

clerembault syndrome and how the sufferer conducts  ego defense mechanism of 

De clerembault syndrome.  

A. Findings  

In this research, the writer presented the data analysis based on Steve 

Shill’s movie “Obsessed”. However, the writer just focused on the symptoms of 

de clerembault syndrome and how to conducts ego defense mechanism of de 

clerembault syndrome. The writer encode the data like M for minute,and S for 

second.  

1. Symptoms of De Clerembault Syndrome 

According to Bartolotti (2010:20 – 29) syndrom of De Clerembault or 

erotomania are divided into 4 parts, they are, Delucion/ Hallucination, 

Harrasing Behaviour, Stalking, Lie. 

Symptoms of De 

Clerembault syndrome 

Datum 

a) Delucion/ Hallucination 

 

 

 

 

1. Lisa: dont you blame it to me Derek, we both 

knew, what the way we straight started from 

beginning. 

Derek: what!!! 

Lisa : first, we met on elevator, a dirty martini, 
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b) Harrasing behavior  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the christmas party. You have been said if you 

were wish still single we could be together. 

Derek : no, i did not!!!!  

(M:53, S:50) 

2. Reyes : all right Mr. Charles, let me get 

straight, young woman Lisa Sheriden works on 

your office 

Sharon: Lisa the tempt, whats going on with 

her? 

Derek : yes she worked to my office for 2 

weeks. 

Reyes : this girl barely know works in your 

office, fantazies you are having an affair and 

when you reject her she tries to commit 

suicide in your bed.  

3. Lisa turns aside. Out of Derek’s sight, she slips 

a capsule into his drink, then put it back on 

the table. (M:48, S:32)  

4. No, no fucking way (Derek moves toward the 

bed and the sleeping girl) goddamn it Lisa. 

No response, her head is looked to one side 

and her skin is ghostly pale. Darek leans over 

and shakes Lisa’s naked shoulder.  

Derek: Lisa get up, get up or i will drag you 
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out and throw in the hell. 

That’s when Derek sees it, on the night stand 

an empty bottle of prescription pills, Derek 

picks up the bottle and looks at the label: 

Ambien. (M:56, S:45) 

5. Sharon: she took my baby 

Derek tears back down to the stairs, shouting 

to Samantha 

Derek : call 911 

He burst out the front door 

Derek races into the garrage, yanks open the 

driver’s door and gets in. He starts the engine 

turn to back out and surprise there is Kyle in 

the backseat, strepped into his car seat, smiling 

to dady. 

6. Sharon: Don’t touch me  

Lisa: we can talk 

Sharon: i told you to do not touch me (angry, 

throw Lisa out). 

Lisa suddnly raise up and hit Sharon. Sharon 

falls on the floor and Lisa kicks Sharon’s rib 

and stomach perpetual. 

Lisa: you are crazy bitch. 

She takes a stand lamp and tries to hit Sharon 
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c) Stalking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

by it. she wants to kill Sharon by Stabbing 

her.  

They fight.   

7. Lisa : actully, they are keeping me on a few 

more days, so i will probably see you on 

Monday.  

Can tell if he heard, Lisa watches him go out 

sight, then curious. She turns to her computer 

and pulls up Derek’s bio and picture on the 

company web site. “Derek charles graduated 

from UCLA with major in finance 

wallstreet.(M:09,S:20) 

8. Lisa : i called Patrick today and he said you 

like it, black with2 sugars. Derek is impressed, 

he opents a container of Starbucks coffee. 

Lisa: if it is cold i can run down and nuke it in 

the break room. 

Derek: no it is perfect. Well, it’s Monday and 

first thing on Monday  

Lisa: i took care of that 

Derek: take care of what??? 

Lisa : on Monday you always send your wife a 

dozen long stemmed red rose (Derek looks 

surprise)(M:12,S:14). 
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9. Sharon is feeding Kyle while talking on the 

phone to Derek. 

Sharon: it s beautiful little park with a duck 

pond and close enough to push Kyle. 

Intercuting Derek in his office while he listen 

and goes over reports 

Sharon: i’ve already met a dozen other women 

with kids the same age, one of them, Lauren 

something asked if we’d like to come to over 

for a barbecue on Saturday. 

Derek: i dont know, it is shaping up to be a 

work weekend. 

Outside, at her desk, Lisa  eares drops on her 

headset listening with interest....... 

Patrick: (whisper to Lisa) so how many times 

did you get busted listening in n Derek’s call? 

Lisa: (light laugh) im away to devious to ever 

get cought besides, i thought all you 

assistants listened in 

Patrick: (with a smile) we do (M:19, S:44) 

10. Derek: i didn’t order this.  

The cocktail waitress leans clown and whisper 

in his ear. 

Waitress: it’s from the lady at the bar. 
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d) Lie  

Derek turns and peers at the crowded bar 

area. He catches a flash of young woman in a 

tight dress seated n a stoll, but a crowd of 

people move into his line of vision and they 

clear, the woman is gone...... 

Lisa comes to face to face with Derek, smiling. 

She boldly picks up his drink and takes a sip 

Derek: How did you know. i’d be here? 

Lisa : I got my Source (Slight frown) 

(M:46,S:59) 

11. It is now 12:50 while Joe continues his 

seminar, A hotel clerk quietly slips in to the 

room, goes over to Derek and whisper to him, 

Derek perks up with concern, he leans over to 

Ben 

Derek: it’s Sharon 

Ben: What about her? 

Derek: she is here, ill be right back (Derek 

gets up n leaves), Derek follow the clerk as 

they turn a corner. 

Clerk: here is your wife sir 

Derek stops dead, it’s not Sharon waiting for 

him, it’s Lisa. (M:53, S:09) 

12. Lisa:have you spoken to Derek? 
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Reyes : yes 

Lisa: he is alright?when can i see him? 

Reyes: see him, im afraid that’s not possible 

Lisa: why? 

Reyes: mrs Sheriden, i dont think mister 

Charles wants to speak to you or continue any 

kind of contact 

Lisa looks her oddly, then why did he send 

there? 

Lisa indicates a bouquet of flowers in a vase 

nearby 

Reyes: (Keeping the surprise out of her voice) 

he sent you flowers? 

Lisa: peonies my favorite 

Reyes inspect the attached card “Lisa darling, 

the other night was just a missunderstanding  

dont ever leave me love alwys, Derek” (M:67, 

S:11) 

13. Reyes : can you tell me what happen at the 

hotel, why you were there? 

  Lisa: Did not Derek tell you? 

 Reyes: i’d like to hear your version 

Lisa: there is not a lot to tell you, we got 

together at the hotel and you can guess what 
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we did. 

Reyes: slept together, had sex? 

Lisa: of course, he just being gentlement to 

protect me. the next day when Derek told me 

his wife would not give him a divorce and that 

was could never see each other again, i guess 

i over reacted, i did not realize he was just 

being noble. 

Reyes: noble?? 

Lisa: he was thinking about his little boy 

kyle..what the break up might to do him, he is 

not even 2, you know my parents broke up 

when i was pretty young.it leaves a scar that 

never really heals 

Reyes: so you believe mr. Charles is in love 

with you? 

Lisa: Read the card. Derek and i belong 

together and nothing can change that. But i 

do feel bad about his wife. Im not home 

wrecker. Im not stealing him away. Their 

marriage is over and sharon is in denial. It 

can be easy to find out the man she loves is in 

love with another woman. I just hope she does 

not do something foolish. 
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14. Lisa: hi, i am Sharon’s friend, Kate 

Samantha: mr and mrs Charles went to dinne. 

Lisa: what? Sharon told me to drive by, this is 

strange. Oh well i have something for kyle i 

will just run up and give it to him. 

Samantha: you cant, he is sleeping 

Lisa: oh, i wont wake him 

Samantha: maybe you should come back 

another time 

Lisa: but im here right now,why i should...oh i 

see you just doing your duty. Good girl, you 

know what let me call Sharon (Lisa takes out a 

cell phone, punches in a number. Sharon? 

Hey it’s Kate, where i am? Im at your home 

you told me to drive by, Samantha was little 

concerned so i said i’d call you (winks at 

Samantha) yeah okey honey. You two have a 

great dinner (to Samantha, holding out the 

phone) oh wait, did you want to talk to her? 

Smantha shakes her heard “no” 

Lisa: Sharon, i will call you tomorrow. Lisa 

click off. Great, this only will take me a minte. 

Leaves Smantha and runs up to Kyle’s 

room.(M:76, S:18) 
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15. Patrick: Derek Charles’ office 

Lisa: hey here it’s Lisa 

Patrick is happy to hear from her keep his 

voice down, Lisa? 

Lisa : How are you? 

Patrick : i have missed you 

Lisa : i have missed you too, everything okey 

around the office? 

Patrick: well actually? 

Lisa: what? 

Patrick: im a little concerned. I heard the 

Charles’ took out restraining order against 

you 

Lisa (laugh) oh that, that was Sharon doing, 

she is not handling this very well. Derek’s 

juat waitingfor the right time to tell her, he is 

leaving, he will divorce with Sharon  

Patrick: i don’t think that is gonna happen.  

Lisa: of course it is 

Patrick: im not sure i should be telling you 

this.......well Sharon headed down to San Diego 

tonight. Her mother is having some tests done. 

Derek is driving down first thing in the 

morning to be by her side. (M:86, S:17) 
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2. Ego Defense Mechanism 

Ego defense mechanism Datum 

1. Displacement  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Regression  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Sharon: she took my baby 

Derek tears back down to the stairs, 

shouting to Samantha 

Derek : call 911 

He burst out the front door 

Derek races into the garrage, yanks open 

the driver’s door and gets in. He starts the 

engine turn to back out and surprise there 

is Kyle in the backseat, strepped into his 

car seat, smiling to dady. 

17. No, no fucking way (derek moves 

toward the bed and the sleeping girl) 

goddamn it Lisa. No response, her head is 

cooked to one side and her skin is ghostly 

pale. 

Derek leans over and shakes Lisa’s naked 

shoulder 

Derek: Lisa get up (it is like shaking doll) 

get up or i will drag you out and throw you 

in the hell 
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3. Rationalization  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That is when Derek sees it, on the night 

stand: an empty bottle of prescription pills, 

Derek picks up the bottle and looks at the 

label :Ambien. 

18. Patrick: Derek Charles’ office 

Lisa: hey here it’s Lisa 

Patrick is happy to hear from her keep his 

voice down, Lisa? 

Lisa : How are you? 

Patrick : i have missed you 

Lisa : i have missed you too, everything 

okey around the office? 

Patrick: well actually? 

Lisa: what? 

Patrick: im a little concerned. I heard the 

Charles’ took out restraining order against 

you 

Lisa (laugh) oh that, that was Sharon 

doing, she is not handling this very well. 

Derek’s juat waitingfor the right time to 

tell her, he is leaving, he will divorce with 

Sharon   

Patrick: i don’t think that is gonna happen.  

Lisa: of course it is 
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4. Projection  

Patrick: im not sure i should be telling you 

this.......well Sharon headed down to San 

Diego tonight. Her mother is having some 

tests done. Derek is driving down first thing 

in the morning to be by her side. (M:86, 

S:17) 

19. Reyes : can you tell me what happen at 

the hotel, why you were there? 

Lisa: Did not Derek tell you? 

Reyes: i’d like to hear your version 

Lisa: there is not a lot to tell you, we got 

together at the hotel and you can guess 

what we did. 

Reyes: slept together, had sex? 

Lisa: of course, he just being gentlement 

to protect me. the next day when Derek 

told me hiswife would not give him a 

divorce and that was could never see each 

other again, i guess i over reacted, i did 

not realize he was just being noble. 

Reyes: noble?? 

Lisa: he was thinking about his little boy 

kyle..what the break up might to do him, he 

is not even 2, you now my parents broke up 
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when i was pretty young.it leaves a scar 

that never really heals 

Reyes: so you believe mr. Charles is in love 

with you? 

Lisa: Read the card. Derek and i belong 

together and nothing can change that. But 

i do feel bad about his wife. Im not home 

wrecker. Im not stealing him away. Their 

marriage is over and sharon is in denial. It 

can be easy to find out the man she loves 

is in love with another woman. I just hope 

she does not do something foolish. 

 

 

e) Discussion 

1. Symptoms of De Clerembault syndrome 

According to Feldman and Smith (2015:142) erotomania or known 

as de clerembault’s syndrome is a type of paranoia that encompasses 

delusion of grandeur. Fans (people) with erotomaniaare not just fascinated 

with a particular public person; they become convinced that they share a 

special love relationship, a love that although unspoken and possibly even 

forbidden is nonetheless passionate. Lisa Bartolotti explained several 

symptoms of de clerembault syndrome that can be seen from of sufferer of 

that syndrome, they are 
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1.1 Dellusion/ hallucination  

According to mental health and science (2015) delusion or 

hallucination is a sensation that appear real but created by your mind. 

You think it is real or true nonetheless,  fact it is false or untrue. The 

hallucination is showen in datum 1 Lisa hallucinate that Derek madly 

in love with her, gave her plenty of attentions. According to Lisa, all 

attentions that Derek gave to her are proofs that he loves her truly. 

Lisa thinks all that happen between she and Derek are intentionally set 

by Derek.  like in elevator, when they met for the first time, Derek has 

waited for her so they can be together go to office in nine floors. Then, 

dirty martiny, Derek ordered her same favorite wine to get her 

attention. In christmas party, Derek temps her to dance with him. And 

the most thing that Lisa is sure that Derek falls in love to her is when 

she cried at pantry after dumped by her boyfriend, he said if he were 

single he would not be doubt pick Lisa into his life. These all make 

Lisa imagine Derek to be beside her and belong him. 

Datum 2 shows that during two weeks Lisa worked in Derek 

Charles’s company she has hallucinated that she has any affair with 

Derek as her boss. Sufferer of erotomania will always think or 

hallucinate the one who is famous or hight level falls in love with him 

or her while reality is untrue or false believe. Generally sufferer of 

erotomania will do extreme act to get and show her / his love to 
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her/his victim like Jodi Foster’s case. she was chased after many years 

by a man named John Hinckley Jr, he decided that he wanted to 

demonstrate his love for Foster by an ectreme act, he attempted 

assasination of Presidend Ronald Reagen, in spite of the assasination 

was unsuccessfully. Lika lisa did, she did extreme act to show her love 

to Derek, she tried to sucide after being rejected by Derek. 

1.2 Harrasing behaviour 

Harrasing behaviour or harrasment covers a wide range of 

behaviour of an offensive nature. It is commonly understood as 

behaviour that disturb or upset and it is characteristically repetitive. In 

legal sense it is behaviour to be disturbing or threatening.  

Datum 3 shows that Lisa puts a capsule into Derek’s wine and 

derek does not know it. It is illegal act. Put a capsule into someone 

drink in order to make someone uncontrolable or lose consciousness. 

A normal one will not do bad thing to somebody else. But a sufferer 

of mental disorder like Lisa can do bad threatening. After Derek lost 

his awareness, lisa forces Derek to have sex with her and seduce him. 

This is a kind of harrasing behaviour that de clerembault syndrom’s 

sufferer did, hurt someone by disturbing and threatening.   

Datum 4 shows other harrasing behaviour, after being rejected 

and ignored by Derek. Lisa feels frustrated, she drunk a bottle of 

prescription pill; Ambien. Ambien or Zolpidem is a sedative, also 

called hypnotic, zolpidem affects chemicals in brain that may be 

unbalanced in people with sleep problems insomnia. Ambien can be 
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cause of death if consumed exaggeratedly. After drinking a bottle of 

prescription pills she got over dosage. Her skin is ghostly pale even 

she couldnt move her head no response at all. Lisa intentional did it to 

threat Derek so he is under arrested.  

Datum 5 shows other bad behaviour that Lisa did to threat 

Derek and his family is she came to Derek’s home while Derek and 

his wife went to restaurant to take dinner. Lisa pretend as Sharon’s 

friend and kindnape baby Kyle Derek’s son. Lisa did it due to feel 

upset after being rejected by Derek and want to disturb and show to 

him that she can do everything that she wants. Her bad behaviour that 

aint able to control her emotion makes her release her emotion by 

disturbing other. 

Datum 6 a sufferer of de clerembault syndrome will do 

extreme act to get whom she/he loves. There is not any doubt to hurt 

or kill anyone who intentionally or unintentionally block her/his way 

to make her/his ambition comes true. The quotations that writer bold 

in the conversation show that Lisa wants to kill Sharon. 

1.3 Stalking  

Stalking is unwanted or obsessive attention by an individual or 

group towards another person. Stalking behaviours are related to 

harrassment and intimidation and may include following the victim in 

person or monitoring them. 

Datum 7 since she met Derek for the first time in elevator and 

Derek gave nice respont to Lisa, it makes her get interested and start 
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liking him.  Some one who admires you will seek information 

everything about you. So does Lisa, she surfs on internet looking for 

information about Derek Charles. She finds at wikipedia that Derek 

charles is a graduater from UCLA one of the best of university in 

United State of America with a major in a finance began his career 

with Major Wall street the biggest finance company in the world. In 

this step, Lisa has not shown singns she has mental disorder, she just 

started to admire and be interested to Derek. The writer put it as a 

stalking form since, from this step lisa goes to more complicated step 

as a crazy admirer. That sufferer of de clerembault syndrome do. 

The conversation on datum 8 shows that lisa get more 

interested to Derek, she begun to know what Derek likes and his 

favorite, such as Derek loves black coffee with 2 sugars. Lisa got the 

information after asking Patrick, Patrick is Derek’s secretary who 

works in the company almost 10 years so he mostly knows about 

Derek. Stalker will seek information from those who have close 

relationship with the victim. She wants to know deeply about Derek.  

In this step, lisa has not shown crazy stalker who wants to fight the 

victim, only shows the interest to the one whom she admires.  

Datum 9 shows that in monitoring Derek’s activities she 

busted listening on earphone that intentionally connected to Derek 

office phone. Actually, it was a legal act as long as stalker does not 

harras or do any rude thing. Lisa just listening and watching Derek, 

she is admired Derek not as a boss but also as a personal. Derek is 
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good man with responsible towards his family. And Sharon was very 

lucky to get him as her husband.  

Datum 10 shows that Lisa is obviously obsessed towards 

Derek. She follows where Derek goes and she knows with whom 

Derek now. Derek is confused how possible Lisa knows that he is in 

other city now with his friends at the cafe while he just told Sharon.  

Generally, a sufferer of de clerembault syndrome  is a stalker 

who stalking a famous people or the one whose high level, in this 

case, Lisa is stalking his boss because she obsessed to him. Obsessed 

and halucination that mix together in her mind make her mad. Her 

disability to control her obsessed in love to someone push her to be a 

definately stalker. According to Oxford English Dictionary the term 

stalker began to be used by the media in 20th century to describe 

people who pester and harras other. Initially with specific reference to 

the harrasment of celebrities by stranger who were described as being 

obsessed.  

Datum 11 shows Lisa is starting to be mad due to  obssessed 

to Derek, she follows and pester Darek. She lies to hotel clerk that she 

is Derek wife only to meet him. But when Derek meets him, he is 

angry, she is not his wife she is Lisa. Lisa completely is crazy now.  

People characterized as stalker may be accused of having 

mistaken belief another person loves from de clerembault syndrome or 

they need rescuing. Stalking can sometimes consist of accumulation of 
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series of action which in themselves can be legal, such as calling on 

the phone, sending gift or sending emails. 

Stalker may use threats and violance to frighten their victims. 

They may also engage in vandalism and property demage or make 

physical attacks that are mostly meant to frighten. Less common are 

sexual assault. 

1.4 Lie  

another symptom of de clerembault syndrome is lie. This 

habitual is belong to almost peple but the sufferer of erotomania will 

lie to other ones more often and categorized as big liar. Lie is a 

statement that the stating party believes to be false and that is made 

with intention deceive. 

Datum 12 Lisa’s delusion and obsession towards Derek are 

getting worse. She does not only harras herself but also pester and 

disturbing Derek. She did it due to intend wreack and break Sharon 

and Derek’s marriage life. She took a bottle of prescription pills and 

try to suicide just for pestering Derek. she intended to all derek loves 

and attention just for her. So when Detective Reyes asked her what 

happen she told untrue, she lied. She said Derek really love her. 

Unless he love her he will not give her a bouquet of her favorite 

flower. And she asked Detective Reyes to see card in the flower which 

written by Derek himself show how love Derek to him. These lies 

make detective Reyes kind of believe in Sharon. According to 
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Psychology a sufferer of de clerembault syndrome or erotomania is 

very tallented to manipule fact so people believe what she/ he said. 

Datum 13 similar to previous datum above. The writer puts it 

into symptom of de clerembault syndrome. Since, Lisa lied to 

detective Reyes due to believe in her. What happened in hotel room 

was unlike what Lisa said to Detective Reyes, it was just her 

imagination, ambision and obsessesed towards the one who has higher 

position than her. All her imagination and her hallucination were caos 

and over fall down. Lisa’s love towards Derek is only unrequited love. 

Derek does not have  same feeling as Lisa has. He just considers Lisa 

was a good friend no more. So, when Derek ignored her feeling she 

became frustrated and fury. She tried to suicide and blame Sharon for 

everything. She said” it was Sharon’s faults,  he does not want to be 

divorced by Derek while he does not love his wife anymore. He loves 

me only and wants to spend our time together. he just being 

gentlement to protect me. i think we could never see each other again, 

so i over reacted, i did not realize he was just being noble. All her 

words are bullshit, big lie. According to Bartolotti (2009:87) a sufferer 

of mental disorder like de clerembault syndrome is very tallented to 

manipulate fact in order to people get trap and believe what she/ he 

said. 

In Datum 14 Sharon Lied to Ketty that she is Sharon’s 

bestfriend, she just drive by to give present for Kyle. While actually 

she comes to kidnap Kyle due to pester and threat Derek and his wife 
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that she can do everything that she wants. Someone whose mental 

disorder such as Lisa usually is a big liar she often lie to manipulate 

others to get attention or to harras the victim . Lie is the best way to 

get someone faith and attach people to like and accept us in to social 

life. The one who belongs mental disorder like de clerembault 

syndrome is very brilliant to assure anyone to believe whatsoever she 

says. She acts well so Ketty believes that she is truely Sharon’s friend. 

Datum 15 shows that Lisa lies to Patrick, her friend itself. She 

defamation of Sharon that everything happen now it because of 

Sharon’s faults. The situation is caos due to Sharon. She blames on 

other to her faults. She tries to break Derek’s marriage life by 

seducing him but it did not work at all. She is frustated because Derek 

denies her feeling. Therefore, she spreading a gossip that Derek and 

Sharon will divorce but Sharon refuses to be divorced by Derek. So 

Sharon is mad and blames Lisa while the fact is totally different.  

2. Ego Defense Mechanism 

2.1 Displacement 

Displacement is redirection of an impulse (usually aggression) 

onto a powerless subtitute target. The target can be a person or an 

object that can serve as a synmbolic subtitute. Someone who feels 

uncomfortable with their sexual desire for a real perso may subtitute 

fetish. Someone who is frustated by his or her superiors may go home 

and kick the dog, bet up a family member, or engage in cross burning. 

(Freud,1937:45) 
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Datum 16 shows displacement that Lisa did to maintance her 

ego. When enxity becomes overwhelming, it is ego’s place to protect 

the person by employing defense mechanism. To release her tention, 

she comes to Derek and Sharon home and lie to their babysitter who 

take care of baby Kyle and kidnap him. She displace her tension to the 

one who is weaker than her.  

2.2 Regression 

This is a movement back in psychological time when one is 

faced with stress.  When we are troubled or frightened, our behaviors 

often become more childish or primitive.  A child may begin to suck 

their thumb again or wet the bed when they need to spend some time 

in the hospital.  Teenagers may giggle uncontrollably when introduced 

into a social situation involving the opposite sex. 

Datum 17 shows Lisa was stress due to her obsessed towards Derek 

whom she is not able to get.  Every human being has way to protect 

herself / himself from problem that she / his faces. Lisa does primitive 

way to defense from stress and frightened that she feels by consuming 

a bottle of prescription pills:ambien, a cure for sleepless problem or 

insomnia. So after consuming that cure she gets over doze, her skin is 

ghostly pale and her head is cooked to one side, there is no response. 

She tries to suicide after hearing Derek’s explanation that he does not 

love her at all , no special intimate relationship between them and it 

was just her hallucination. If someone face problem or insecure, she 
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will react to protect her self but in this situation Lisa reacts 

exagratedly and does extreme acts to release her stress.  

2.3 Rationalization  

According to Freud (1937:45) rationalization is the cognitive 

distortion of the fact to make an event or an impulse less threatening. 

We do it often enough  on a fairly conscious less when we provide 

ourselves with excuses. But for many people whose sensitive egos 

making excuses come so easy that they never are truly aware of it, in 

other words many of us are quite believes our lies. 

Datum 18 shows how Lisa protects herself from any 

frustration that she gets lately. rationalization can be used to avoid 

admitting disappointment. It encourages irrational or unaccaptable 

behaviour, motives or feeling and often involves ad hoc hypothezing . 

this process range from fully concious to mostly unconcious. In this 

case, Lisa rationalize her action harrasing and pester someone’s life by 

blaming Sharon and look for reasons why Derek Charles and Sharon 

order against her. Rationalization that Lisa does in facing her 

disappointment get Derek is she lies to Patrick that her relationship 

with Derek is fine but Sharon ruins it and make it is worse because she 

does not want to be divorced by him. She blaming Sharon towards 

situation becomes worse between Lisa and Derek.  
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2.4  Projection 

This involves individuals attributing their own thoughts, 

feeling and motives to another person.  Thoughts most commonly 

projected onto another are the ones that would cause guilt such as 

aggressive and sexual fantasies or thoughts.  For instance, you might 

hate someone, but your superego tells you that such hatred is 

unacceptable.  You can 'solve' the problem by believing that they hate 

you (Freud,1937:45). 

Datum 19 Lisa fantasies that Derek Loves her madly but it is 

just her fantasy, the fact Derek does not love her, he just be nice as a 

boss towards his worker. But she interpate these attentions as love so 

when Derek ignores her, he gets sad and heartbreak, she feels hurted 

so to release her emotion she does extreme act by drinking a bottle 

prescription pills. She gets over doze. After she is concious  she lies to 

Detective Reyes and accusing Sharon towards her bad behaves and 

her failure to get Derek’s love. So she lies to detective Reyes  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. The writer gives some conclusion 

symptoms of de clerembault syndrome and conduct ego defense mechanism in Steve Shill’s 

movie  “Obsessed” and the writer gives some suggestion as well to the readers. 

A. Conclusions 

These are the conclusions from the result of this study, as follows: 

1. There are four symptoms of de clerembault syndrome that shown by major character 

in Steve Shill’s movie “ Obsessed” they are 1) delusion/ hallucination, 2) harrasing 

behaviour, 3) stalking and 4) lie. 

2. Meanwhile, the writer found 4 mechanism of ego defense from a sufferer of de 

clerembault syndrome or erotomania that shown by main character in Steve Shill’s 

movie “Obsessed”.  They are: 1) rationalization,  2) displacement, 3) regression and 

4) projection. 

B. Sugestions 

The writer would love to give some suggestions for people who intend to conduct 

research regarding to this topic of De Clerembault syndrome in Steve Shill’s movie “ 

Obsessed”, as follows: 

1. The writer hopes, for the next researcher to learn more about pyschological terms about 

de clerembault syndrome that may be exixt around us because  this topic very near to us 

as people who lives in modern socity that very easy to consume popular culture. 

2. The writer hopes, for the next readers, they can find and know more about this topic of 

de clerembault syndrome. And indeed it will hopefully add knowledge and increase our 

awereness about this pyschological term.  
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